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SiEntaXis (sex sintaxis)

Cráter Invertido, México DF, 2015
Installation with wood, ink transfers, plastic bag, water, photographs on transparent paper. 

This installation is a spacial diagram made of words, connecting vocabularies of sexuality - political structure - normaliza-
tion of gender - exoticism, in different languages.  How language determines and mold our perception of our own body? 

Even if all the words transferred on the walls are linked with body, the only body in presence is the walking spectator body. 
A simple wood structure guides and influences his trail to create a singular lecture, picking and reconnecting what he sees. 
The space, sanded, broken, eaten by saltpeter becomes an alive support. The walls reveal red and blue skin of memories, 
of forgotten layers of another appearance of the place. An uterus surrounded by «auto-altruism» and «intimate reconci-
liation» is scratch directly in the wall paint matter,using the color emerging thanks to humidity. 
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I WOULD LOVE TO SAVE MY continent

collective exhibition Ondio[ligne], Refectoire des Nonnes, Lyon, France, 2013
thread, colour pencil, fabric, tracing paper, branch, 9x4 m

site specific drawing realised as a dialogue between the painting Dodécaphonie of Benjamin Hochart, the place archi-
tecture and imaginary of the territory.
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the unity is submarine

solo exhibition Galerie G, La Garde, France, 2015

with paradise bird flowers in plastic, photographs of the rests of the plane, salt, black ink, textile, thread, banana 
leaves, shell, black sand, roman amphora, coconut shell, security tape, coconut shell, security tape, cardboard, contai-
ners in cotton and salt

Entering the spectator can read a small text describing the case of the plane Chateau de Chantilly crashed in Guade-
loupe on a mountain in 1962 because of the bad weather in the official version of the french government. The local 
version point out the fact that two of the main leaders of the pro-independence movement, Paul Niger and Justin Ca-
tayée died in the accident. The fishermen shaw the plane seats falling in the sea. The rest of the plane are still visible 
among the tropical vegetation. 

Salt preserves. In the Galerie G amphoras from the roman times eaten by salt were discovered on the cost close by and 
are kept in a vitrine. What is the value of the objet as testimony?

detail: rests of the plane Chateau de Chantilly, deshaies, Guadeloupe



objects made of cardboard and salt which form comes the photograph 
of the rest of the plane visible earlier
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leyendo plantas- java nueva guinea - ejercicio 
(reading plants - java new guinea - exercise)

Soma, México DF, 2015

installation/exercise made to set out a conversation between integrants of the Soma program. 
5 shorts printed texts (entering). audio track, leaves, words lists, branch, cotton and sugar cane inverted photographs 
on transparent paper. 1 short printed text (going out). 

Before entering in the space, each spectator chose a little text (they were 5 different texts, each person only read one 
text), then entered in the room and when she/he went out he/she had to pick a text again (this time common to all) . 
The interest here was to play with the understanding of the installation by suggesting/manipulating meaning perspec-
tives.  

Those short texts were about : - the origin of the word caribe from the word cannibal and its salvage cliché - the re-
lation I have with french language coming from Guadeloupe (non independent french archipelago) - the fear of posi-
tioning yourself in a conversation - the fact of using the verb colonize in the present time - how is a consensus built? 
In the room: The two lists are made of the same words in two different orders leading to different themes if read from 
top to bottom: language game or exploitation. The audio tracks was made of the words said slowly and with long 
pauses like Java, Nueva Guinea, soil, monoculture, patriarchal, tropical, to repeat, schefflera actinophylla, to unroot, to 
see,  to internalize, to can, to resist connecting the different subjects of the texts. 

The leaving text was a short conversation leading to the conclusion that the silence changes if plants are sad.
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architecture personal model, studio

series of black and white analog photographs, mosaic print, 57x85 cm, 2014

A hanged textile was left in the studio during a long time and became part of my way of thinking my working 
space. I decided to perform with it, questioning the way my body could integrated her as a direct working 
surface.



flux
video installation in collaboration with Julien Creuzet ,open door in cité internationale des arts, France, 2014

 color HD video, 10.52min, projection in loop on protection fabric for trees during winter

A pile of analog photographs, images of architecture and nature accumulated during travels of the last years, as wor-
king notes, takes place slowly, drawing by this reactivation other shadow structures. 

link viméo : https://vimeo.com/112560421
password: mardi



flè a poyo, restauring the body  (banana flower, restauring the body)

open doors, cité des arts, Paris, France, 2014
color HD video, 5,52 min, loop 

A cut banana flower (flè a poyo in creole) is taken out of silver foil, landing on a concrete ground, and gets its pistil 
back. This little poetic sexual allusion is a reference to one of the consequence of the slave condition still visible today 
in the sexuality of some of the Caribbean women: a characteristic experience of indifference toward pleasure and 
importance of sexuality coming from centuries of rape.

link viméo : https://vimeo.com/111976625
password: bananaflower



black label, atlantique
immanence in the squat Onyx, Bagnolet, 2014

calabash, whisky bottle and cotton, disc sleeve, glass, graffiti, photographs, thread, plastic plant, heater, coral, 
broken shells, black pipe
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archipel d’avril (archipelago of april)

site specific installation,open studio at la cité internationale des arts, Pa-
ris, 2014

aloes, doily, crate, flower petal, used bag, wood, tiles, water in glass bott-
le, rolled ink drawing, blister wrap, manatee picture, fishing net, planis-
phere, white glass ball, broken shells, broken tiles eaten by the sea, rou-
cou seeds, tissue with glue, salt stone
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envolvernos en la lluvia (wrap us in the rain)

Immanence installation in a vitrin and an room
Contemporary art museum TEOR/éTica, Lado V, San Jose, Costa Rica, prize emergencia contextos volcánicos, 2014

This project is built like a silent weaving with body, time, atmosphere and writing. 
In the vitrine, the banana leaves are stuck with the tape used for the earth plug in electricity. With the humidity and 
the heat they escape from the geometrical shape to determine their own pattern.
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l’île du dehors (outside island)

immanence in two rooms, solo show, Gallery L’attrape-couleurs, Lyon, France,  2012
paper, photographs, thread, clay, bambu, madras textile, branch, chalk, drawer

A place with its own specificity, keep changing, 
but remains as a receptacle

How to create a place from a space? 
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rideau (curtain)

digital projected photograph, variable size, Bamako, 2012



mon ouest, kaz  (my West, home)

analog photographs, 18x28 cm, Guadeloupe, 2013

in french the phrase “être à l’ouest”  means to be in another place, far way, and by extension it means not to be in the 
present moment. “kaz” means “home” in guadelupean creole.



doubout’

cotton, steel stick, 1,20m, 2009

A cotton stick made of the accumulation of fist prints is standing, constituting an authoritarian symbol of the absence 
of struggle for empowerment in my guadeloupean french colonial actual context but also its need. The word dou-
bout’ means standing in creole.
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